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5yo m. by ARTIE SCHILLER

HIP 3111

ANALYSIS

Originator comes into the sale in great form 
having won two of her last four starts while 
earning two other on-the-board finishes. She 
was last seen running 3rd at the Keeneland 
October meet and is back on the worktab for 
trainer Ian Wilkes. She was a talented 3-year-old 
who earned her Stakes placing at Saratoga 
and Woodbine and hails from a live female 
family with her half-sister having produced a 2-
year-old stakes winner in 2020. She is most 
effective around 1-turn on the turf and after 
gaining back some confidence at the Churchill 
meet this June, is back to showing her 
customary late kick in the stretch. 

ORIGINATOR made a splash early, taking her debut at Gulfstream Park by 3-lengths despite 
having traffic trouble in what turned out to be a superb first out performance (race replay). 

From there, ORIGINATOR would face a steady stream of stakes quality fillies including the 
future G3W JEHOZACAT next out. She is 2x stakes placed, running 2nd in the Alywow S. at 

Woodbine behind G2W ROAD TO VICTORY (race replay) and 2nd in the Coronation Cup at 
Saratoga where she was ultimately beat just 3/4 of a length (race replay). 

More recently, ORIGINATOR has hit the board in 4 straight races, starting with a win around 
2-turns at Churchill Downs in June before running 3rd in an Allowance at Saratoga behind
the stakes placed XANTHIQUE and G1P OLENDON. She returned to her winning ways in a

6-1/2 furlong allowance at Kentucky Downs before running 3rd last out in an Alw-N2X at
Keeneland. 

DRF PPs

Originator wins a Saratoga allowance.

Last Race: 10/15/20 Alw-N2X @ KEE 
Trainer: Ian Wilkes 
Conditions Left: Alw-N2X 
Preferred Surface: Turf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4p24-pmC40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tebPOr8Ltyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9BfbchaQEo
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PEDIGREE

Originator has been as consistent as they come on the sheets. As a 3-year-old, she 
earned her stakes placings with a (52). Having paired a (7) in her last two starts, it's likely 

that Originator will take another step forward in her next start.

THORO-GRAPH

ORIGINATOR is by the Breeders' Cup Mile 
winning ARTIE SCHILLER out of COSTUME 
DESIGNER (Capote) who has produced four 
winners to date. ORIGINATOR has two 
sisters of producing age including the 7-year-
old BREAKFAST TIME (KITTEN'S JOY) whose 2-
year-old filly FLUFFY SOCKS (Slumber) 
broke her maiden in a $90,000 MdSpWt at 
Kentucky Downs and followed that up with a 
win in the Selima S. at Pimlico on 
Preakness Day before being beaten by a 
nose in the Chelsey Flower S. at Belmont. Fluffy Socks wins the Selima S.

COSTUME DESIGNER, who was a stakes winner in her own right, is also the dam of the 
stakes placed RUNAWAY GIANT who produced a foal by the Ascot G1W Free Eagle this 
year in Ireland. 




